The Principal’s Pride Challenge 2020: Bub Vs. Rice

MVHS, CHS Student Councils, and ELL Leadership present: A friendly competition between MVHS and CHS for 2020 Rising Phoenix Foundation!

Whoever has the most points by the end of the challenge (10/14) will be safe! The losing school’s principal, however, will have to wear the winning schools colors/ gear for 2 consecutive days!

Principal’s Pride Challenge for Charity 2020
Bub V. Rice
Event Point Explanation

Event A #SchoolPride Shirts (Limited Time)
- Shirt Stores will be Live via the Internet for 2 weeks (09/30-10/14)
- **PURCHASE HERE**
- Students, Staff, Alumni, Fans are encouraged to purchase shirts!
- Shirts cost $15.00 each. We make $7.00 for the Rising Phoenix Foundation per shirt.
- 1 Point Awarded per Shirt Sold
- After stores close, shirts will take up to 10 business days to arrive to the respective school!

Event B BRAINS VS. BRAWNS
BRAWN CHALLENGE
- Principals will compete in a friendly push up challenge!
- Student Councils will record the first attempt by the Principal.
- Student Councils will Count, cheer, and support in the background!
- Video(s) will be posted to Social Media
- 50 Points to the Winner!

BRAIN CHALLENGE
- Each program submits 5 Trivia Questions: School Subjects and Pop Culture
- Principals will go Head to Head with 15 questions!
- Quiz Bowl Style, buzzer, scoreboard, BRAINS!
- 50 Points to the Winner!

EVENT C The Football Showdown
- Game Date 10/2/2020
- Spirit Days: Thursday and Friday. Students and Staff show your PRIDE!!!!
Points Awarded based on Final Game Score (ex. If you have 26 points on the scoreboard, your school is awarded 26 points for the Principal's Pride Challenge for Charity

**Principals Pride Challenge for Charity 2020**

**ABOUT THE CHARITY:**
The Rising Phoenix Foundation

**An Introduction:**
In the Spring of 2017, students who were formerly refugees started the Students for Change program at CHS in the West Ada School District. Thankful they were here in the United States, some of these students struggled with a sense of survivor’s guilt- knowing of the pain and destruction that still goes on every day due to civil war, malnutrition, sickness and extreme poverty. Currently, there are over 70,000 children who live on the streets in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The Students for Change partnered with a program out of Congo, that sponsors children, helps get them off the streets and into school. For about $200, we are able to provide food, shelter, education for one child for an entire year! The students raised enough to sponsor 15 kids last year. In addition, the ELL leadership program has started their own non-profit ,”The Rising Phoenix Foundation" (www.therisingphoenixfoundation.org ) and are hoping to sponsor an additional 31 kids in Rwanda this school year. It’s crazy to think that for the children there, we can provide food for the family unit, clothing, leadership programs ran by a caseworker, and education.

This program is powerful for multiple reasons. It is a way for the students who have survived trauma, war, malnutrition and heart break help others who will never leave the countries they escaped from. It is powerful because each life we can help, creates a better community and a better future for the cities in Congo and Rwanda. It is a small way we can help in such a larger picture!

We are looking forward to helping the students in our District as well as abroad!!